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'Darkening' outlook for global economy
 

Pressure builds on property markets

US Economy enters 'danger zone'
 
 

Interest rate hikes by the Fed put further downward pressure on the housing
and stock markets this week, but a strong job market could mean the
economy has much more suffering to endure before inflation subsides.

According to Minneapolis Fed President Neel Kashkari, 'there is almost no
evidence that inflation has peaked' and he 'fully expects' there to be
continued hikes and resulting 'losses' and 'failures' around the global
economy. Subsequently, chief economists across investment banks are
increasingly bearish,, with Morgan Stanley telling its clients on Thursday that
the economy has entered a 'danger zone' in which 'it is only a matter of time'
before a 'fast and furious' market event causes the Fed to pivot.

Next week the IMF will meet to discuss how to navigate the choppy waters
created by COVID-19, climate disasters and Russia's invasion of Ukraine.

They are expected to downgrade their forecast for 2.9% global growth in 2023
and cast a gloomy warning for the economic slowdown of China, the United
States and Europe.  The most daunting of emerging figures is the $4 trillion
projected loss in global output from now to 2026.

Kristaloa Georgieve, IMF Managing Director, put it starkly: “We are
experiencing a fundamental shift in the global economy, from a world of
relative predictability … to a world with more fragility — greater uncertainty,
higher economic volatility, geopolitical confrontations, and more frequent and
devastating natural disasters,”

A decade-long run for homeowners is ending as the cost of servicing mortgages in
the US, UK and Europe has soared, while disposable incomes have tanked. It
seems that predictions of a downturn or even a price crash are now commonplace. 

Bedrock interest rates had been allowing buyers to take on large, low-cost
mortgages, but with the Fed raising the base rate from 0.25% to 3.25% and other
banks following suit, the affordability picture has changed detrimentally. These
increases have had an immediate impact, with mortgage lenders in the UK rushing
to pull products after Kwasi Kwarteng's 'mini' budget drove up expectations of a
rate rise.. Furthermore, there are signs that higher borrowing costs are already
impacting demand for new homes in the US and UK,.

Of high concern right now are painful price corrections, which could be
precipitated by the falling sales, reduced affordability and pressure on
remortgaging that is just beginning to be seen.


